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"Coming To Our Senses" will be renfembered as a mile-
stone in ouii long effort to somehow brang ourselves together 
and keep froil dividing our educational {purposes in ways that 
will destroy'the spirit of this Nation.! "Coming To Our 
Senses" is a dramatic document. It's ckeative. It's 
straightforward, and it's filled with cpmmon sense. As a 
sequel, Mr. E?ckefeller and his colleagues have taken on 

ive effort to establish conversations and plans 
oss this country, and I am [convinced that this 
for the vitality of our Nation's schools. It 
y to be with David and thrlare who have worked 

this imaginat 
. of action aci 
is essential 
is a special 
with him soN^Lligently over the past years, 

I uBcima iniLk umi ugiiL'ml bhumri -I-.am—* 
nrce ana eiTwnl I frM'l B I'll Mil 
and fchjt we must have art xn mir nrhnnl n^innnnni the arts 

basic/i are not a frill, 
I am often asked what I consider to be*basic education. ** 

f'COVttj ŷl have one response^ In my view the education is 
the centrality of language*!^Language is what separates us 
from other Ah nifcj'ffithe porpoise and thq bimht^op 
standingy Our capacity to communicate determines the 
structure ar 'civility of our culture. If language is not 

** well in place\ there is no ijSPStoMfe educationl and there *is no 
social structure. 



The^rtsjare an essential part*of the|svmbolic^process^ 
and, indeed, the extent to which we becomej civilized as a 
people andf exquisite in our communicationlis the extent to 
which we*-ex£eo<0>ur symbolic language\to include the arts. 

Language begins almost spontaneously and usually with 
very little conscious helpC Some of my earliest academic-

interests had to do with the development of language. It 
always seemed to me a miracle that ̂ raid all thebabblxn? 
all the clutte^Call the confusionVj^ child in the earliest 

-tno uuuuLioi TsJrthe real of months begins to fcema-
world1 ̂ nto the>,Asymbolic worlcL^In the first few months, 
certainly during the first few years, the child begins to 
come out^with those marvelously formed expressionsj of ™ama' 
and dada," and we immediately* with great elation^take those 

A verbal nd connect them wttek something we call 
reality. 

Mini uIj is 
apesssSt NihIll f m—gaM^^d. 

We don't pause to understand how remarkably subtle the 
**h 

formation*of "er" and "oh" actually are.J We expect to hear 
that fifle tune auaitorially. We give nc* attention or 

\ \ \ ^ 
skilled guidance to the child to make that subtle discriminating 
differenceX but something goes on in this child's brain and 
in the signals it series through the eighth \ranial nerve to 
allow those Speech/ ptettoerns to be subtly established. That ' 
usually begin^jy theNgfee of two or two-plu£fl If it does 

rn$*TH T W i ^ e •n 



says "Since my. 
11 happen at the 

trrppni tT rnrnTTii I Hi i 1 1 "it"' " " ' I ' F a 
iiiLLhaiiiotie docigai. (Dral symbols)becom^written symbols^^ 
which we convert into something we call the printed word. 

Sut fl&^culture can permit it^ symbol system stop 
with ag€itory symbols^lonp/or with the printed word alone 

— Gutenburg notwithstanding./Any culture that is called 
Rssaffs its symbol system ^printo the 
communication rsaaiaBeh mm&met^k, feelings, and 

civilized 
of a*——*, 
ideas can b<^ even^more powerfully extende W 1 

through music. 
ago dqMijja oihl cfciULleLl Lllllig, uumiuuaiGatii.H.g, m>iug, varieties 

w w ^ ^ n ^ M o p C&murmfiJttTK*^ 

ut six months ago we had a marvelous luncheon at the 
We heard a panel that was sponsored by^Arts 

the Handicapped^ I've been enthusiastic about Afts for 



the Handicapped precisely because many of our handicapped . 
children!do not have\skilled capacityVto speak clearly^) 
3gSgg£a—im&A to.write clearly^ But many of them have the 

(^soul) and the^spirit ̂ nd t^^ins^ratxbn to"create clearlyf 
To deny them Ghati Tifh i*nrr of symbols is to deny them 
the opportunit^/to say^who they arey^nd to affirm _their O w n 
talents and their own identity^/The arts and the handicapped 
belong together 

One of the panelists^was^Lind yt'ej who appears every 
day or so on "Sesame Street. "_j^This_heautiful woman is_deaf 
She cannot'liear^^a sound and, I therefore, cannot'^speak sounds • 
except in a crude and guttural way J She communicates 
through dance,^but at that luncheonIshe used the signing 

I 
methods with which the deaf very often speak#a«A spoke to us 
a Robert Frost poem, "Two Paths Diverge in a Wood." 

As she talked about the paths diverging and who she is 
and what" she wants to become, and about the universe about 
us, a peculiar thing happened to me^nd,^f 
sense,\to the rest of the audience 

^from what I could 
Suddenly I round mj 

^ * 

not listening to the auditory interpreter who was bombarding 
my ears from across the room.^ Although I don't "sign," I . M was captivated by symbols of communicating that were meaningful 

«» H 
and poetic and visually powerful. 

It became pwWSRBfty clear to to me that the spectrum 
of communication must be as broad as the human experience 



itself .ffl If I had any single test for the civility of any 
^ t brhJtl| culture, I would ask one question: ' What is the l-iiLBmi.uu of 

their language? 3 
The crudest cultures have one method of communication. 

They use a club and say "I hate you." 
^ — N „ * 

The {first step^is oral language. TheQiext^ 
• 11 — 

step is to put language into**printed form, and the^ne^tjstep 
is to extencLjIZî tftrough the visual arts and through dance 
and through miming -- all of the nuances of feeling that a 
culture has (within_ijp and^wisnes to reieas^ The test of 
the quality of a culture is its breadth of communication, 
and that's why I say again the arts are essentiai 

*ioo tihay. arc uuuLJLally d ydlL Uf LllU ~l .iûii îi. 
ĴLUUUiab ill uu-gNtulturc. To juufe iL-as pUlIlLtkdly as I can, 
bliL wtweiM-thnni because they represent communication aa^ m 
far-

It has been said that humans are distinguishable from 
animals because of language.^ I would take ond^urthe^stepT 
I'm suggesting that what separate humans from humans^at 
their best^are art, color, rhyme, rhythm, form, sound, and 
movement^ The arts give expression to the profound urgings / y which very often words and phonemes 

^ basic 

carmgfc capture./ The arts validate, our feelings in a world 
that deadens feelings^^and they organize our perceptions and 
give meaningful coherence to existence. 



Wallace Stevens In his poem "Anecdote of the Jar" put 
it this way: 

I placed a jar in Tennessee. 
And round it was, upon a hill. 
It made the slovenly wilderness 
Surround that hill, 
And the wilderness rose up to it 

yrawled around no longer wild 
The arts.^represented by that jar in Tennessee,jean in 

fact tame the slovenly wilderness of modern life. They can 
give order and shape to chaos and establish for us patterns 
of meaning and beauty that other-symbol systems cannot. 

rne arts are essential because they are the highest 
form of language. They are essential^also jbecause through 

I* »» them we experience not only creativity but joy ^ea. £s 
^ A very exciting thing happened last faTT> Every year 

we celebrate something called American Education Week, and T 
Usually 

>£2 

write a canned speech or statement that I releas 
no one reads it, but this time I got a call from the office 
of Mrs. Mondale, who cares deeply about the art One of 
her assistants said Hrs. Mondale would like/to do something 
for the arts during American Education Week. 

I don't know who suggested it first,^but the idea 
emerged that possib^Tlrs. Mo^jMg^and' I^huld ^end a lette^ 
to the schools across the countr^and ask children to send 
some art to Washington.^Either ̂ nothing would happen^ 
everything wouldKap] 

or 



Well, in this case -^not because of the Commissioner, I 
suspect, but because of Mrs. Mondale just about everthing 
happened. SAs of a recent count, we have had 10,000 responses. 
These have ranged all the way from sculpture, to composition, to 
^music, to poetry, to painting, to collages, to drawings and ^ ^ 
crayons from schools all across the country/ All of them are 
creative, and all of them suggest something I call joy, something 
spontaneous, something that allows freedom. As someone has 
said, people engaged in the arts generally seem free. I have 
been filled with great excitement, and our offices from 
coast to coast are now hung with art. 

I have always been touched by|Lowell Russell Ditzen^s little 
story of what happened one day when he and his two-year-old 
daughter walked from the house to he bam on the family farm. 
On that brief trek this little girlTstopped to pat the dog goodby, 

^Xshe broke away to catch a butterflyMshe paused under the cottonwoo 
v €) 

tree to watch the wind shake the leaves, and̂ jshe studied the 
caterpillar that humped its way across the path all of this 
in the short distance from the house to the barn. 

Ditzen asked himselfjJ "When and why do we let living stop 
being fun? . . . Why do we quit observing and asking questions? 
How can we permit the precious, powerful self within us that 
wanders and ponders and appreciates to be suffocated?" 

I care not about our age or our academic position or our 
curriculum — we cannot shake that central question. Why.do we 
make the transition from creativity to grimness, from perception? 



to insensitivity, from beauty to grim survival? If it happens 
in an individual, and if it happens in a culture, we are 
moving toward what I guess in a sociological,sense one calls 
decadence. 

3 Vachel Lindsay wrote: 
[Let not young souls be smothered out before 
They do quaint deeds and fully flaunt their pride. 
It is the world's one crime its babes grow dull, 
Its poor are ox-1 ike limp and leaden-eyed. 
Not that they starve,^ but starve so dreamlessly; 
Not that they sow^ but that they seldom reap; 
Not that they serve,\^but have no gods to serve; 
Not that they diejvbut that they die like sheep. 

The human tragedy is not death. The^ human tragedy lies in 
that quality of life and death like sheep. 

I wish to make just one or two other points. 

I m 
GO J 

I am committed to the arts in education not only because \ 
they represehiL^language at its besty andScgeativity at its best 
but becaus_e__they are/powerful as teaching toolfe as well. — 

I never really understood the power of the arts pedagogical 
/ 

until I visited the Soviet Union and China and discovered that, 
^ * 



on a mass -scale, these nations have understood the power of 
» 

the arts to communicate a message. It's true that in those 
countries very often the message is national and ideological, 
but never mind that/ I'm speaking of**pedagogical power 

I have visited in cities all across the Soviet Union in 
which the central social activity is the arts theater, in which 
they are using the power of the stage and the manuscript and 
the artistic function to get messages to children at a very 
early age, and pedagogically — again, never mind the nature 
of the messages — pedagogically it is absolutely sound. 

We have picked that up in aur culture through television. 
Some television is artistic and some is trash, but the fascination 
with it is in part the fascination of being taught through 
alternative strategies — and the schools of America and the 
classrooms of America have some catching up to do. 

My point quite simply is that, while the arts do serve 
affective education and we often use them for that, they can 
serve cognitively as well. We are beginning to discover what 
great artists have always known. The theater can teach history. 
Dance can teach social science. Photography can teach science 
and mathematics. 

While I was still ir Hew York vj±th the university the 
legislature established something called thê  New York State 
Children's Theater, "iRiich is now an in-residence company 

^ 7 
spending half of the year presenting productions and the-other 



(A 

half going out to schools for a week or two to use the arts to 
teach about the History, the culture, and the science that grow 
from a particular production. 

I am suggesting that the arts can be a powerful vehicle by 
which we teach far more than the beauty of the arts themselves. 
L— One other point: The arts are important in education because 
they permit us to deal with something I call v a l u e s I know 
we all get a bit squirmish, a bit uncomfortable, a bit embarrased 
when we have to confront the concept of values in a culture. I 
think that's a very unhappy response. Without getting into the 
nuances, I can say at least this with confidence: The arts are 
important because in the arts we can talk about good and bad, we 
can talk about the power of values, we can talk about what seems 
to be better and best. ^ "J**/* J A 

There is still a debate as to whether there 
reference. I'll just have to make it very clear that in my 
opinion the arts are in fact imposing upon us judgments, values, 

^ goodness, badness, ̂ excellence, and non-excellence\and that there 
are very few places in our formal education structure where we 
can deal as straightforwardly with the making of judgments as 
we can in the arts. 

( George Miller, in his book "Faith and Learning,"\said that 
a decent tentativeness is a wholesome expression oi scholarly 



humility but that these days we seem to have a kind of dogmatic 
tentativeness that makes it intellectually indecent to make 
up our min^T Actually, I think we are becoming more honest 
with ourselves.^ We are beginning to understand that education 
does not inevitably humanize.^^orge~~Stex5&iSsjreminded us of 
this in a powerful way when he said: 

We know now that a man can read Goethe or 
Rilke in the evening, that he can play 
Bach and Schubert, and go to his day's 
work at Auschwitz in the morning. 

Stein^r asks what grows up inside literate civilization 
that releases barbarism. One answer is the loss of &&& thing** 
called values* No frame of reference, whether esthetic, or 
intellectual, or ethical. J 



that excellence in p-dnraf-jnT̂  -f s in fact the goalj 

achieve what on another occasion I called "the educated heart." 
help every student 

The educated heart means to me 
yheiieveig it is Cuuud.1 Tim uJul-uLlJ 'llfclcLLL an expectation 
of beauty, a tolerance of others, a reaching for beauty without 



arrogance, a courtesy toward opposing views, a dedication to 
fairness and social justice, iitn"tn—rpi—rti—mrri—t'hmî ht̂ -

f a love for graceful expression, ifTill uu ^ s M w m ^ U ^ • 
I recognize that these are lofty goals — some may say 

sentimental -- but X am convinced they are within our grasp, 
and certainly within our dreams, 

In his poeni^The People^^s"^^arl Sandburg ĵ ut it this way: 
v. Once having marched 
Over the margins of animal necessity, 
hrer the grim line of sheer subsistence, 

Then man came 
o the deeper rituals of his bones . 
o the time for thinking things over, 
To the dance — the song — the story 
Or to the hours given to dreaming, 

Once have so marched. 
During the long years of recorded history civilization has 

marched for many of us, at least some of us, over the margins 
of animal necessity, giving us not only the opportunity for 
freedom but obligation^n^nrQ^lA What do we do with those 
moments available to us once we have marched over the margin 
of animal necessity? fl believe that's the challenge that 
educators ^rf - r • i— i, 
time for us to turn to what Sandburg called the deeper 
rituals of our bones. 

ft nftfTT T H * ten-rre 
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